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I WAS JUST THINKING: It is a good feeling when you just don't give a 
damn anymore and you feel happy just to wake up in the morning. I think I’m 
getting the hang of this retirement thing.  

EDITOR’S RANT:     

Who would have thought that President Trump would not       
accept defeat gracefully? Every day of his presidency, and 
probably his life, he has focussed on self, deceit, and  winning 
at any cost. The flames of division that have deepened and 
threatened to tear his country apart are being fanned by 
Mr.Trump and will continue to be for a long time to come. The 
question is not “Will America return to some form of civility and 
normal” but will it’s plunge in respect, trust and credibility slow 
and eventually turn around or has too much damage already 
been done.  

I am not a fervent Biden fan. He has been around the American 
political scene for too long, has too many political debts and too 
little back bone to lead his country out of the wilderness. He is 
a creature of the “swamp” that Trump promised to drain in 
2016. The best I hope for is that he will make less enemies, 
and perhaps rebuild a few bridges between combatants, both 
domestic and international.  It remains a mystery how a country 
with a moderately educated electorate can put forth such     
candidates of questionable quality to choose from. Two things 
made Biden the choice of a slim majority of voters. He believes 
in climate change and that humanity has pushed us to the brink 
and must pull us back. He believes that the Covid 19 pandemic 
is real and will get much worse if the vast majority don’t take it 
seriously. Can he effectively address these major issues of our  



 

RANT Contd. 
seriously. Can he effectively address these major issues of our time? I am not optimistic that 
he can, I but have little alternative than to hope I am wrong.   

One thing that the past four years brought was an unprecedented abundance of humour 
material about the POTUS. I suspect the PPOTUS will continue to provide an abundance of 
“mock” material for a long time to come.  

 



DID YOU KNOW? 
 
   



 

 

 

 

Z00M MEETING NOVEMBER 18TH 
Over 30 Gyros, including District VIII Governor Derm Jackman, who joined us from rainy 
Castlegar BC, participated in a Zoom Meeting on Wednesday. President Ted Ewanchuk 
oversaw the meeting. After the Gyro song was sung and the Queen toasted, Ted            
announced that the President’s Christmas Party had been cancelled but that they had     
already booked the one for 2021 and have the prime choice for dates. He also confirmed 
that there would be no further meetings at our usual venue, the GCCC , until the Covid 19 
situation has dramatically improved. Since we are not likely to have ready access to a   
vaccine for some time it is assumed that we will resume “normal” meetings next autumn at 
the earliest.  

Our website was attacked by some sort of malware in late October. It played a key role in 
the delay in posting the last bulletin. Thanks to Ray Davis, Jim Copeland and some other 
IT experts the website is currently functioning again. However, the Chat Line was          
suspected of being a possible weak spot that might have facilitated the malware invasion 
and has been discontinued. The decision has been made to transfer our website to the   
International Gyro site within the next month. It is more secure and with a great deal of 
work by nine IT- savvy  members it is a smoother and more secure operation. Our      
membership will be notified and tutored as soon as the transition has taken place. 

Covid has affected us all in one way or another, but Governor Derm reported that the   
Wallace club is now totally inactive since several members have the virus and the         
community is in total lockdown. 

The meeting was then turned over to Lt. Gov. Sid Slade, who proceeded to install the four 
Directors– Bruce Copeland, Art Merrick, Bernie Kropp and Ian Bannatyne, then Ray 
Davis as Secretary, Erik Braun as Treasurer, Allan Bleiken as Past President, and Ted 
Ewanchuk as President.  

George Huybredts was installed and welcomed as a new member.  

Jack Beatie was welcomed back as an active member. 



ZOOM MEETING REPORT CONTD. 

Since there are no live, in-person meetings expected for at least the next four to six 
months, it appears that Zoom meetings are our best option. It was therefore suggested that 
we count on such meetings monthly. Other suggestions included having guest speakers for 
some of the Zoom meetings and soliciting biographies of our members. We know our     
fellow Gyros by their current activities as Gyros but many of us have little background that 
could cement our friendships beyond the club activities. It would not be aimed at revealing 
dark and dirty family secrets but rather just a chance to know and appreciate each other 
better. In the long past it used to be a feature in the bulletin for a few issues, highlighting 
the executive at the time, but was not carried forward to the general membership.  

The meeting was adjourned ay 8:10 but most members stayed on to indulge in some Gyro 
banter and visiting that we have not been able to do for most of 2020. 
 
 

HEALTH AND WELFARE: 
 
John Williams reported that on November 8th Dawn had a fall and was hospitalized for 
tests and assessment. She fractured her pelvis. Surgery is not an option with this type of  
injury so she is in a lot of pain. She remains at the Royal Alex Hospital for the time being. 
John showed off his big blue cast that he has been wearing since surgery on his left 
thumb. He hopes to have it (the cast!) removed next week and then start therapy before 
going through the same routine again for his right thumb. We wish him total success. His 
golf handicap hangs in the balance.   
Judy Taylor is in palliative care at home and is as comfortable as one can be under the     
circumstances.  
Brenda Kropp is finished her physiotherapy and is gradually progressing on her journey to 
normal and pain free health.  
Bill Carter is receiving Immune Therapy every 3rd week and medication in pill form twice a 
day. So far he is holding his own. 
Carol Lesniak is on her next series of chemo treatments.  
We send out to all of our Gyro family who are struggling maximum positive energy and 
prayers, particularly in these times when face to face contact is not possible.  



THOSE WERE THE DAYS 

 



‘TIS THE SEASON 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

      Right now the Earth is spinning at 1000 miles per hour at the equator.  
      The Earth is orbiting the sun at 66,000 miles per hour. 
      Our solar system is orbiting the center of the Milky Way galaxy at 483,000 miles per hour. 
      The Milky Way galaxy is moving through the universe at 1,300,000 miles per hour.    

      Your anxiety can’t travel that fast. Let it go.  

ANXIETY MEDICINE  
In these uncertain times it is easy to let your anxiety start to creep up . Perhaps while 
we are in various forms of lock-down, some images from our amazing world will help 
remind us that regardless of how things may look right now, we are indeed so lucky 
to be inhabiting this beautiful planet.  



Hmmm..  
   

                 Someone should have stuck a meat thermometer in this lady a long me ago 



GYRETTE GIGGLES  

 

 
 

 

         



      

MEDICAL MOMENTS 

         

 



 

             COVID COMEDY 

 

        



   

PIC’S FROM THE PAST 

Pakistani soldier checking for Hindus during the 
Bangladesh war. 

Sound finders used used in WW 1 to find which 
way enemy planes were coming from. 

                       Everyone in New York City wore a hat in 1939 



 

 

 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     

 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                                                                   

 



 

LINGUISTIC  LUNACY 
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 MEANWHLE NOT IN CANADA (US election edition) 



SOUTH OF THE BORDER, DOWN WASHINGTON WAY 

              

         

  

   

 



 ANIMAL INSTINKS 

 

 

   

 

 



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GYRO FRIENDSHIP THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

 AND THE LAST WORD…. 

   SB 
 

 

 

We hope this sort of thing will soon be a 
matter of dark nostalgia. Enjoy a small but 
healthy Thanksgiving, America.  


